In this work we demonstrate the physical foundations of the spectroscopy of the grounds states: E-and X-ray, (RR) Raman scattering the NMR 1 H and 13 C and IR-, EPR-absorption and the singlets and triplets electronic excited states in the multinuclear hydrocarbons in chemmotology. The parameters of UV-absorption, RR-Raman scattering of light, the fluorescence and the phosphorescence and day-lasers at the pumping laser and lamp, OLEDs and OTETs-are measurements. The spectral-energy properties are briefly studied. The quantum-chemical LCAO-MO SCF expanded-CI PPP/S and INDO/S methods in the electronic and spatial structure hidrocarbons are considered.
In this work the modern views on the nature of the conversion processes are outlined, and the variation of their rate with the type of transition and with the energy spectrum and structure of the molecule are analyzed. The relationship between spectra characteristics and phenomena of the scattering, absorption and reabsorptions, luminescence, emissions and generation and the structure of hydrocarbons molecules are discussed theoretically. The full spectrums of excited singlets and triplets electronic states (STElExSt) of the quantumchemical LCAO-MO SCF-CI INDO/S methods were calculated in [1] (Fig. 1) . Under deactivations energy of pumping in STElExSt it is transformed to optics (fluorescence (Fl), phosphorescence (Ph)) and nonradiative transitions. The spin-orbitals interactions involved in STElExSt and the effect of spatial and electronic structure and other factors are considered. The hydrocarbons are given into the five types according to their physics of phenomena and a justification of this classification. The absolute quantum yield of fluorescence (QyFl) and phosphorescence (QyPh), and the rate constant (Rc) intercombinations (IntCc) and Rc innercombinations convertions (InCc) between the lowest and highly STElExSt are offered as Unusual behavior of the dysprosium CF energies in Dy2BaNiO was detected in the temperature range lower than TN. All CF levels experience a shift (up to 10 cm -1 ) from their positions at TN (see, e.g., Fig. 1 ). Such behavior can be explained as being due to the spontaneous electric polarization that appears in the temperature range discussed [8] . Redistribution of the charge density influences the crystal field acting on dysprosium and leads to a renormalization of CF self-energies. 
